Arranging Services
Basic Arrangement Package Details
•
•
•
•

Free thirty (30) minute telephone consultation to plan your arrangement
One complete arrangement of your piece for the instrumentation you require
As much or as little direction as you like in creating the arrangement
One revision package (a $250 value)

Cost varies depending on length of piece and instrumentation. Costs range from $75 for a small
like-instrument ensemble piece, to $250-$450 for a full wind band arrangement.

Contract and Deposit
All arrangement packages require signature of a contract and a 50% deposit. Work will commence
upon receipt of the signed contract and deposit, and the first draft will be completed no later than
thirty (30) days after the contract and deposit are received.

Delivery
Arrangements will be delivered electronically in .pdf format, and will include a score, individual
parts, and an .mp3 recording of the arrangement. If you would like paper copies, we will gladly print
them for you at a cost of $.10 per sheet. CDs containing parts and .mp3 recordings can be burned
for $15. We can also ship your arrangement via UPS for an additional $15.

Revision Policy
When you purchase an Arrangement Package from Summerglen, your price includes one free round
of revisions. You may request up to ten (10) items to be revised; for example, modifying instrument
ranges to better fit your players, altering chord voicings or doubling, changing rhythms, adding
embellishments, etc. To qualify for the free revision, all ten items must be requested at the same
time. Revisions will be completed within seven (7) days of your request.
If a second round of revisions is needed, each item to be revised will be billed at a rate of $25.
If after the second round of revisions, you are still not satisfied with the arrangement, it is possible
that Summerglen isn't the right fit for your needs. While we do not issue refunds, we will be happy
to help you find another high-quality arranging service.

For more information...
To learn more about our arranging services at Summerglen Music, please e-mail Christina or
Andrew at info@summerglen-music.com. We look forward to creating the perfect arrangement
for your group!

